OFFICE ORDER

Consequent upon transfer order issued vide CCW:AIR’s Order No. SSW-1/25(2)/JE(E)/AE(E)-P/2020/81-90, dated 30.01.2020 in respect of Shri Bhaskar Deb Saha, AE(C)-P from AVO, ZVO, Kolkata to Civil Circle Kolkata, he is relieved from his duties w.e.f. 05.02.2020 (A/N) with the instruction to report for duty to Civil Circle, Kolkata.

2. Before leaving the office, he is required to return all the articles issued to him by this office and ensure that nothing remains outstanding against him.

3. This issues with the approval of CVO: Prasar Bharati.

To,

Shri Bhaskar Deb Saha,
AE(C)-P, AVO, ZVO, Kolkata

1. P.A. to Chief Engineer, CCW, AIR, New Delhi
2. P.S. to CVO: Prasar Bharati, Doordarshan Bhawan, Mandi House, Copernicus Marg, New Delhi
3. Superintending Engineer(C), CCW, AIR, Kolkata
4. Superintending Engineer(E), CCW, AIR, Kolkata
5. DDG(T), PBS for uploading this Officer Order on Prasar Bharati Website.
6. Executive Engineer, VTU-I, 5th Floor, Soochna Bhawan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-03
7. Sr. V.O., Vigilance Wing, DG: AIR, Aakashwani Bhawan, New Delhi-01
8. Sr. V.O., Vigilance Wing, DG: DDn, Doordarshan Bhawan, Mandi House, Copernicus Marg, New Delhi